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Abstract: In the task of data mining, the most important job is to find out frequent itemsets. Frequent itemsets are useful in various applications like Association rules and correlations. These systems are using some algorithms to find out frequent itemsets. But these parallel mining algorithms lack some features like automatic parallelization, well balancing the load, distribution of data on large number of clusters. So there is a need to study the parallel algorithms which will overcome the disadvantages of the existing system. In this paper a technique called fidoop is implemented, In this technique the mappers work independently as well as concurrently. This is done by decomposing the data across the mappers. Reducers work is to combine these jobs by developing small ultrametric trees. To show this fidoop technique on the various clusters is very delicate in distribution of data because different datasets are with different partition of data. This fidoop technique is also useful in heterogeneous clusters[16].

Index Terms: Frequent item sets, mappers, reducers, Ultrametric trees, FiDoop

I. INTRODUCTION

For better utilization of frequent item sets using large size database, speed is very important. But this is a critical issue to speed up computation of frequent itemsets. In today’s fast computing era there are excessive databases that are generated from different applications. So only sequential process of FIM is not sufficient to compute the frequent itemsets as it suffers from low performance. Hence there should have been a strategy to handle this issue. MapReduce is the solution which can handle the large number of databases across number of clusters. This distributed approach is integrated with FIM to overcome the disadvantages of sequential FIM and hence performance can be increased[16]. This Map Reduce with FIM is called FiDoop. In this strategy we are focusing less on the traditional techniques like FP growth by using the FIUT with parallel approach. The working of mappers and reducers is done concurrently to optimize the speed, well balancing the load across various clusters[16].

By using the basic principle of MapReduce will distribute the data among all mappers and get the result from the reducers. Here the reducers integrate the result by developing the small ultrametric trees parallely [16].

II. PRILIMINARY

In this segment, we will have a look over Association rules, Frequent itemsets ,

And then we will see the basics of FIUT. FiDoop implementation is done by MapReduce programming model and Hadoop Framework.

A. Association Rules [13][14]

To find out the meaningful and important information from the excessive database which is in the scattered form is called data mining process, such as data warehouse, XML etc. [17]Data mining is likewise a procedure of Knowledge Discovery in Database(KDD). Association Rule Mining(ARM) is a kind of information mining, was initially presented by Agrawal et. Al.1993. ARM gives a method to separate the interesting pattern or frequent pattern from extensive database or database archives. Association Rule Mining(ARM) is characterized by tenets, for example, Support and confidence.

- Support: This rule defines the support sup in transaction $T$ if sup% of transactions $T$ contain $A$ \[ B$.
- Confidence: This rule defines the confidence conf if conf % of transactions $T$ that contain $A$ also contain $B$.

B. Frequent itemset Mining

Frequent itemsets are very important in data mining. It tries to find out interesting pattern from large database, such as association rules, data warehouse etc.

The procedure of extracting the frequent itemsets are dependent on strong association rules. These Association rules were first presented by Rakesh Agrawal in 1993. Association rules are important in many applications such as product selling in supermarkets. The products which are purchased often by the customers can be identified as frequent itemsets and these are based on strong Association rules. For example ,if a customer buys butter and bread together, then he could buy milk also. And hence this type of information is useful to take important decisions regarding product sale, pricing of items etc.[18]

C. FIUT

FIUT is a frequent Itemset Ultrametric tree. In which all branches of the tree have common ancestor and all are equal in length. FIUT has following structure-

1. First root is labeled as null and all frequent itemsets are inserted as branches of tree , without repeating the nodes. Each branch will start from same root.
2. Each leaf has two fields that are - Named item ,Name and count. Count is used to define the number of transactions.

FIUT has main two phases-

The first phase calculates the support for each item or frequent one itemset and then pruning technique is applied
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on large dataset. Second phase does, the repetitive construction of small ultrametric trees. These trees show actual output. User can get the idea of Ultrametric tree by following diagram.

![Ultrametric Tree](image)

**Fig. 1. Ultrametric Tree [15]**

**D. HADOOP [12]**

Hadoop is an open-source Java based system, which permits to store and process the extensive number of information in a distributed domain[12].

The Apache Hadoop framework has following modules:

- **Hadoop Common** – This module provides the libraries and utilities which are requested by other modules.
- **Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)** – This module is used to store huge amount of data across the data nodes. This is a master and slave structure in which master node is Name node and rest are data nodes. Master node is the one which controls the data processing. It has one or more data nodes as slave which is used to store the partitioned data. Name Node maps the input data into number of data nodes.
- **Hadoop YARN** – This is a resource-manager and it is responsible for managing computing resources in distributed system.
- **Hadoop MapReduce** – This is a programming model and it processes excessively large data.

Above four components are shown in pictorial form in Fig.2

**E. Advantages of Hadoop**

Hadoop framework is very efficient for excessively large data which allows automatic data processing, data partition. It is most suited for distributed systems. It partitions the data across all data nodes and gets the results in reduced form very quickly. Hadoop uses automatic fault-tolerant technique. It shows high availability. Removal and addition of clusters are done dynamically without any interruption. It is compatible with any platform.

![Hadoop Components](image)

**Fig. 2. Hadoop Components [12]**

**F. Map Reduce [11]**

MapReduce is a programming model that runs in the background of Hadoop and provides an easy way to process excessively large data.

Working of MapReduce is as follows:

- The MapReduce defines two important tasks, that are Map and Reduce.
  - The Map task accepts one group of dataset and transforms it into another group of dataset, where each elements are broken down into partitions called tuples (key value pairs).
  - The Reduce task accepts the output from the Mapper as an input and adds another function in data tuples (key value pairs) of mapper.[19]

The reduce task is performed after the map task. There are some important phases in MapReduce; let us have a look in it.[19]

- **Input Phase** – In this phase, a Record Reader is used for transforming each record as an input set. Then it will send the translated datasets to the mapper.
  - **Map** – This module is characterized by user. It accepts pairs of key values for computing and forms more than one pairs of key values.
  - **Intermediate Keys** – The mapper generates key value pairs is known as intermediate keys.
  - **Combiner** – This section is a type of local Reducer that gathers same data from the previous phase into similar sets. It also takes the intermediate keys from the map phase as input and applies a user defined code to gather the values in a small scope of one mapper. This is not a part of the main MapReduce form; it is an alternative.
  - **Shuffle and Sort** – The Reducer task uses Shuffle and Sort technique. It gathers pairs of key value onto the similar machine. Each key values are sorted by their respective key into a larger data set. This larger data set gathers the similar keys together and stores them in a reducer.
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Fig. 3. Major components of MapReduce [11][22]

- Reducer – The Reducer takes the similar key valued data as input and applies reducer method on each key value.

III. RELATED WORK

T. Imielinski, R. Agrawal[1][20].Swami A., Introduces “Association rules Mining between sets of items in large databases”. In this paper the authors have presented an issue of extracting the frequent items from very large number of database. The authors found out rules that have minimum transactional support and minimum confidence. They have proposed an algorithm that carefully estimates the itemsets for one pass. Likewise it will adjust between the number of passes over data and itemsets that are measured in a pass. This calculation utilizes pruning system for avoiding certain itemsets. Hence giving right Association itemsets from excessive databases. [20]Advantages of this algorithm are, it uses buffer management technique which are not fit in the memory in one pass and so will shift to next pass. Also there is no redundancy[1].

Lin M.-Y., Lee P.-Y., and Hsu E-S. proposes[2], “Apriori-based frequent itemset mining algorithms on MapReduce”, This is an improved way to measure performance of Apriori like algorithm into MapReduce. MapReduce is the approach which is used for parallel mining of large size data in either homogeneous or heterogeneous groups. MapReduce distributes the excessive data between map and reduce functions and it allows total utilization of resources compared to existing systems. Therefore now a days MapReduce is the popular technique for parallel mining. By taking benefit of MapReduce the authors have suggested three algorithms that are SPC, FPC, and DPC. In these algorithms they have used Apriori algorithm with MapReduce function. DPC algorithm accept the different lengths of data dynamically, which is advantage of this algorithm. DPC shows great performance compared to other two algorithms that are SPC and FPC. Thus these three algorithm demonstrates that these calculations scale up straightly with dataset sizes.

- L. Zhou et al.[3] introduced “Balanced parallel FP-growth with MapReduce”. To find out frequent itemset using Association rule is very difficult, especially when the database is too large. With this reference in this paper authors had proposed a parallel FP growth algorithm using balanced partitioning(BPFP). In first phase of BPFP, it computes the given load based on conditional pattern. In second phase this load divides into several groups. For this it uses MapReduce programming model on FP algorithm. In mapper phase the database is changed into new group of database and then mapper will develop FP tree. This procedure works recursively.[3]

- Tsay Yuh-Juian , Hsu Tain-Jung, Yu Jing-Rung[4] proposes “FIUT: A new method for mining frequent itemsets” - a very efficient technique for frequent itemset mining(FIM) named as Frequent Itemset Ultrametric Trees (FIUT). It contains two main phases of scans of database. In the first phase it calculates the support count for all itemsets in a large database. In the second phase it applies pruning technique and gives only frequent itemsets. Meanwhile frequent one itemsets are calculated, phase two will construct small ultrametric trees. These results will be displayed in small ultrametric trees. Benefit of FIUT is that it expels K-FIU tree speedily after K-itemsets are created and every time just K-FIU tree will stay in main memory. FIUT has four fundamental points of interest. To start with, it decreases I/O overhead by examining the databases just twice. Second, the FIU-tree is an effective approach to break down a database, which comes due to clustering data exchanges. And hence FIUT decreases the searching space. Third, FIUT gives frequent itemsets as output for each large number of processing. So user can get only frequent itemsets by using this new method of FIUT as each leaf provides frequent itemsets for every data exchange within the cluster. Each data processing of FIUT leaves gives new frequent itemset and this is managed without navigating the tree over and over, which diminishes processing time productively.

- Moens Sandy, Aksehirli Emin and Bart Goethals[5] introduces “Frequent Itemset Mining for Big Data ” FIM algorithm using MapReduce is implemented using two techniques :Dist-Eclat, BigFIM. Dist-Eclat concentrates on speed by load adjusting technique using k-FIS. BigFIM mainly focuses on mining the large number of database with the use of hybrid approach. Apriori algorithm used here to produce k th FIS. These K th FIS are used to search frequent itemsets which is based on the E-clat technique. Dist-Eclat, BigFIM and k-FIS are utilized with round robin scheduling approach which brings about a better data distribution[5].

- Riondato Matteo, DeBrabant Justin, Rodrigo, Eli Fonseca Upfal[6] presented “PARMA: A Parallel Randomized Algorithm for Association Rule Mining in MapReduce”[6] To find out the frequent itemsets from very large database a randomized parallel approach is used by authors called PARMA. It is beneficial to use in many data mining applications such as Association rules. PARMA uses two functions ,first it
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collects the arbitrary data samples and another it applies parallel processing approach to increase the speed of mining procedure. PARMA stays away from replication of dataset which is exceptionally costly. PARMA does this, by making number of little arbitrary segments of the data exchanges and after that applies a mining algorithm on every segment autonomously. And applies parallel approach 1 by utilizing MapReduce programming paradigm. It gives better performance than previous algorithms and it is limited to find out frequent itemset. Authors have experimented this technique and confirmed that it gives the better output. It is experimented on a variety of datasets from large datasets to very large datasets and proved that it gives correct result[s6].

- Wei Lu, Yanyan Shen, Su Chen, Beng Chin Ooi[7][21], presented “Efficient Processing of k Nearest Neighbor Joins using MapReduce”. In this paper, the authors have presented a method using KNN join with the popular programming paradigm MapReduce for data related calculations. This large data is distributed on number of data nodes. In this the mappers distributes the data into number of data nodes and the reducers gives results in-terms of the KNN join.[21]

- Shekhar Gupta, Christian Fritz, Johan Kleer, and Witteveen Cees[8] presented “Diagnosing Heterogeneous Hadoop Cluster”. The authors focus is to find small and primary faults in various Hadoop clusters. The faults which are distributed over number of machines that have slowed down as well as to determine the cause for degraded performance. The long term goal is to enable Hadoop schedulers to generate efficient schedules even if they are in heterogeneous clusters. In this, schedulers need to schedule fewer tasks on slower nodes, like CPU hogging, I/O hogging. [8]

- Yao Yi, Wang Jiayin, Bo Sheng2,Chiu C. Tan, Ningfang Mi[9] proposes “Self-Adjusting Slot Configurations for Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Hadoop Clusters”. The primary focus of this paper is to increase the resource utilization, to decrease the makespan of multiple tasks. Authors have suggested that a technique which utilizes the map slots proportion and Reduce slots proportion as a adjustable knob. This adjustable knob reduces the makespan of a given set. These slots are utilized to demonstrate limit of performing the task on every machine. It progressively allocates the slots to the map and reduce functions. Also they have invented a new Tumm system which manages the slots for the map and reduce task in Hadoop[9].

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM [16]
FiDoop suggests parallel frequent itemset mining algorithm which is implemented by using MapReduce programming model. This eliminates the disadvantages of existing system and allows automatic parallelization, balancing the load of large database, and effective distribution of given data. In this paper three MapReduce phases are used. The input database is given to the mapper of first phase of MapReduce. Its output is obtained from reducer’s frequent one itemset that is the first phase of MapReduce, using decomposition technique[16]. Second phase of MapReduce scans all the data to give k-itemsets by removing infrequent itemsets. In this way second phase of MapReduce removes infrequent itemsets. The third phase of MapReduce is very essential task in which it makes Frequent Itemset Ultrametric tree and generates only frequent k-itemsets using FIUT algorithm. This Proposed System suggests a new method for partitioning the data that is used to well balance and to compute the load among the cluster nodes. [16]The objective of the Parallel frequent itemset mining algorithm using FiDoop is to improve energy efficiency running on clusters of Hadoop. For this we will use different algorithms that can achieve data partitioning ,parallel mining as well as to improve energy efficiency for excessively large database. We will use MapReduce programming paradigm to achieve the parallel mining . The clusters used in this are varying in specification.[16]

V. CONCLUSION
To overcome the issues which are present in existing systems like parallel mining and load balancing algorithms for frequent itemsets, we used the MapReduce programming approach. It develops an algorithm which is capable to do parallel mining for frequent itemsets, called FiDoop. FiDoop is avoiding the FP tress method and it is using the frequent items ultrametric tree or FIU-tree. So it achieves compressed storage and also avoids the pattern base conditions. FiDoop is the combination of three MapReduce phases. Parallel mining and load balancing of frequent itemsets is done by these three MapReduce phases. [16]The first phase of MapReduce is used to identify the frequent itemsets. The second phase of MapReduce removes infrequent itemsets. The third phase of MapReduce is very essential in parallel mining, in this phase, the mappers divide frequent itemsets whereas reducers make small ultrametric trees parallelly. As here we used the parallel mining so automatically it balances the load across the nodes and also it increases the speed.
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